Ram 2500 fuel filter

Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing
Details. Odometer is miles below market average! Coming Soon! This vehicle has recently been
acquired and we are currently processing the paperwork, servicing the vehicle, and taking more
photos. It will be available for sale and delivery shortly. See a store manager for specific details
on the current status. Some vehicles may be subject to unrepaired safety recalls. Go to We offer
a wide selection of vehicles and hope to make the car buying process as quick and hassle free
as possible. Chrome Wheels, Trailer Hitch. Helping you navigate tight spaces are a standard
rearview camera with a crisp displayâ€¦" -Edmunds. We offer financing options and incentives
for all Central California Hyundai customers. Blackstone in Fresno. Less than thirty minutes
from Hanford and Visalia, our sales department is open seven days a week to serve you. If you
have any questions, please contact us today! Please confirm the accuracy of the included
equipment by calling us prior to purchase. With locations on College Road and Market Street,
we are conveniently located for your shopping pleasure plus online at All prices and offers are
before state, city and county tax, tag, title and license fees. Out of state buyers are responsible
for all state, county, city taxes and fees. This Dealership checks the vehicle recall status prior to
making any pre-owned vehicle available for sale. Recent Arrival! We are a full-service car
dealership with a large new and used inventory of your favorite vehicles. You'll love our no
pressure car buying atmosphere and our friendly staff. Remember Rouen He'll Deal. Not
everyone can provide you with car sales or service worthy of your time and money, and making
the wrong selection can mean coming back to the dealership again and again. Price reflects
finance rebate through dealer financing. Bank financing and days payment deferment is subject
to bank approval. See dealer for details. Visit Feel free to browse our inventory online, request
more information about vehicles, set up a test drive or inquire about financing. We look forward
to serving you! See how easy it is drive your new vehicle home today. Ask about available
certifications. VISIT Fully inspected and serviced. This immaculate, three-quarter ton Ram truck
is absolutely flawless inside and out and she comes fully equipped with towing package,
keyless entry with remote start, power windows, power doorlocks, power mirrors and power
heated seats, cruise control, heated tilt steering wheel, push button start, touchscreen HD radio
with UConnect, SiriusXM satellite, backup camera, handsfree calling, front and rear parking
sensors, adjustable pedals, spray-on bedliner, alloy wheels and much much more! Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant
vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year
s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 3, Manual
Engine Type Diesel 2, Gas 1, Cylinders 6 cylinders 2, 8 cylinders 1, Vehicle Listing Details
Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. New Listing. Know The Deal. Price
Drop. No accidents. Showing 1 - 18 out of 4, listings. Home Ram Ram Used Ram Overall
Consumer Rating. I bought the first Ram of it's kind to hit the state and so far so good. We are a
Mopar family and this is my 3rd consecutive Ram since born in raised in a GM home and that's
who put food on the table. My last truck was a Ram 4x4 5. QC Black Edition, so I have prior
experience with the beauty that is the 8 speed. I'll preface this by stating I had been actively
shopping actually building Tradesman similarly opted. I had went to 3 dealers to look, but just
couldn't settle for the 6 speed transmission. The 6 speed and is a terrible combo in Ram and the
s are hard to find. I ended up seeing this exact model at the last dealer I went to. First thing I
noticed is that the 1st 3 gears pulled substantially harder than the 6 speed. On the highway this
truck sings along at 70 moh and appx rpm. I am averaging only miles on it appx 15mpg, with
mixed driving. I cannot justify the added expense of the CTD. FCA did right with this setup as
the 8 speed can handle almost ftlbs of torque. I refuse to get caught up in this numbers game
the makers are doing. The ride is quiet but firm, but it's a heavy duty. I buy trucks for trucks.
This setup is the perfect blend of function over form. The work grade vinyl is better feeling than
most leathers and if I didn't tell you it was vinyl, you'd assume it was leather. This truck is
carpet deleted, because who wants to clean carpet in a truck? If this gets dirty I can wipe the
seats with a wet rag and spray out the floors. Technology wise, I have no use for the 12" screen
or climate control. They are neat, but wholly unnecessary, as phones can take care of
everything I need and then some. But to each there own. It's the simple things It's a well refined
beast. Floor storage is only available on the Big Horn. If you can get over your stigma of owning
a gas powered HD, this truck is a game changer. I know Ford and GM are coming to market with
their answer, but I don't see that this race will ever stop, so pick a spot in the line and cut in.
Read more. Read less. Sign Up. That kind of versatility and capability earns a 5. That overall
rating would likely drop if both scores were figured into the overall average. Read more about
how we rate cars. The Ram is the first stop for heavy duty, and the adds beefier suspension bits
for better hauling. It makes horsepower and can lug more than 7, pounds in the bed and is
paired to an 8-speed automatic. Depending on cab and bed setup, the Ram heavy-duty could be

a daytime draft horse or a long-haul champ. Crew cabs are more common and comfortable for a
crewâ€”or a family, if needed. Ram offers active safety features including active lane control
and automatic emergency braking, but charges more for them. The Ram Tradesman pickups are
spartan and geared for work detail with manual windows and locks, vinyl everything, and a 5.
The top trim Limited covers the exterior in chrome, smothers the interior in leather, tops with a
Ram smoothed out some of its big rig looks for its heavy-duty trucks with the Ram and Ram
went to great lengths to make each trim of the heavy-duty and distinct from each other.
Tradesman pickups look ready for work, Power Wagons look ready for the trail, and Limited
trucks look ready for the valet lot. Inside, the Ram adds great details such as rulers and
common conversions stamped into the center console. The materials vary by trim level, but top
trims are convincingly luxurious with real leather upholstery, wood trim, and an available
Heavy-duty hauling is the only reason to consider a heavy-duty truck, and the Ram is up to
those tasks. Starting from an average score, the Ram gets points above average for its engine
lineup and another for its exceptional capability. We ring the bell once for powerfully. Standard
on every Ram heavy-duty truck is a 6. It drives the rear or all four wheels via an 8-speed
automatic transmission. The next step up is a Cummins 6. Both are paired to a 6-speed
automatic transmission that is down on forward gears compared to rivals from Ford and
General Motors, but still competent. The base version of the engine makes hp and lb-ft, and the
upgraded version bumps both to and 1,, respectively. Ram models use softer coil springs for a
better ride, while the Ram pickups use leaf springs for better capacity. An available air
suspension can be added and can help level the load in the rear, which makes for easier hauls.
The Ram Power Wagon is geared more toward off-road than hauling and subs in inch tires with
taller sidewalls and stiffer Bilstein shocks. Indulgent describes just about anything super-sized.
Starting from an average score, the Ram heavy-duty pickups get a point above average for their
cargo capacity practically unlimited and comfort in crew-cab models, which are more popular
with shoppers. Like last year, the Ram is available in regular, crew cab, and oversized crew cab
called Mega Cab configurations. Regular-cab trucks are mostly for work buyers and relegated to
more basic trims. Crew cabs are full-size four-door models that are more popular and available
with 6-foot-4 or 8-foot beds that can stretch more than inches from bumper to bumper. Longer
crew cab models are only available with 6-foot-4 beds but are best considered as long-haul
pickups. Crew-cab models offer more than 40 inches of rear seat leg room Mega cabs add three
more inches to that and comfortably seat up to five adults. All of the interior materials are
especially comfortable, and there is more interior storage than our closets at home. The Ram is
especially quiet at a long-distance lope, where the big truck settlesâ€”and quietsâ€”down on
the road. Top trims get convincing luxury touches such as soft hides and a big That said, the
Ram offers most active safety features on all its modelsâ€”for a price. Automatic emergency
braking and active lane control, and a surround-view camera system are optional on all trucks.
We think all three are not only necessary, they should be mandatory. Only blind-spot monitors
are standard equipment, albeit only on the priciest Limited pickups. There are nearly endless
possibilities for the Ram , but few of them are cheap. Tradesman trucks are built to work spec:
vinyl floors and seats, inch steel wheels, a 5. The Big Horn version called Lone Star in and
around Texas adds more power equipment and creature comforts, which we think will be more
popular with retail shoppers. It adds inch chrome wheels and an optional 8. Power Wagons are
off-road powerhousesâ€”provided you have plenty of space to turn around. They offer locking
front and rear differentials, a winch, Bilstein shocks, and off-road tires. The top-end Limited
slathers on chrome and leather upholstery inside, including a inch touchscreen for infotainment
and inch wheels. The Laramie and Laramie Longhorn offer more flexibility for creature comforts
at a lower price than the Limited trucks. Laramie Longhorn drape country-western themes all
over the interiorâ€”bring your belt buckle, partner. Combined mileage in the low teens is
common, and when towing it can drop lower. Subaru Tesla Toyota Volkswagen Volvo. Research
By Category Body Style. Start a Loan Request Form Today! New Cars. By Make. New New By
Year. Used By Year. Shopping for a new Ram ? See exclusive deals in your area. See Your
Price. Likes Big power Great interior Broad lineup Good passenger space. Buying tip The Ram
and have different suspensions with vastly different rides. The ginormous Ram heavy-duty
lineup reports for work, home, weekend, and hauling detail all at the same time. Review
continues below. We ring the bell once for powerfully ponderous handling, which is endemic to
all super-size trucks. New Ram for sale near change location. Continue Reading. Rate and
Review your car for The Car Connection! Tell us your own ratings for a vehicle you own. Rate
your car on Performance, Safety, Features and more. Filter Results reset. Body Style Crew Cab
Reg Cab 6. Wagon 1. Drivetrain 4x4 Cargo Box Length 8' Box Trim Big Horn 7. Laramie 5.
Limited 5. Lone Star 7. Longhorn 5. Tradesman 6. Other 4x2 Mega Cab 6'4" Box 5. Power 1.
Rating breakdown on a scale of 1 to 10? Compare the Ram against the competition. Used Ram

cars. Used Chevrolet Silverado HD cars. Used Ford Super Duty F cars. Used Ram 2, cars. All
Rights Reserved. Stock photography by izmo, Inc. Read our Cookie Policy. A majority of all
used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt
and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to
Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying
Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to
help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market
leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one
of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are
ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained
eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to
buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service
history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the
service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records.
Make a VIN Search. Enlarge Image. Add this cabin air filter prior to the HVAC blower motor box
to keep the honeycomb grill that covers it free of blockage caused by excess dust. Our
installation instructions describe the steps in detail. You'll cut out an opening in the dash, slip
the carbon filter into the slot, and close it off with a Mopar filter door. Check your truck for this
door before ordering the entire cabin filter kit. NOTE: trucks and newer have a cable that
attaches to the glovebox that needs to be disconnected to remove it to access the interior air
box. See additional photo in instructions. Reviews Write a review It's as easy as they say.
Installation went very easy. Cap is on tight and seals well. I would like to add that when doing
anything under or behind the dash, be aware and be careful of the metal bracketry. It has some
sharp edges. I have a ram and ordered this based off of some youtube videos I had seen and the
fact I had to replace a nasty evap cooler. So to minimize the need to rip out the dash again I
purchased and installed this product. Problem is when going highway speeds there is an air
leak coming from the cover and it is annoying. I followed the directions, fit the filter right, heard
the clicks from the cover and cut the plastic flush as stated. I know it is the cover because ar
highway speeds I have someone apply pressure to the cover and it goes away. I have applied
some rtv to create a gasket but I shouldn't have to do that as no one else has from what I read.
No fault of Geno's but still irritating that I am stuck with this now. Installed on a Ram Laramie.
Hold the recoil cable with a hemostat 1st before releasing it. Disconnect wire teriminal in front
of blower box. Use a drill or Dremel to cut into box and continue with a new hacksaw blade.
Squeeze filter to fit between dash and blower motor and slide into opening. Took all of 15 min.
When the kit arrived , there was a broken piece inside. I called customer service , and my call
was handled like it was personal , it was that GOOD. I received the replacement part so quick , I
wasn't even ready for it :. I removed the upper glove box , be careful with the USB plug. I used a
box cutter with a new blade. It took longer to take out glove box the to install. Used utility knife
to cut and wa la done. Maybe 5 min to install. Ordered kits for both our and Arrived within a few
days and found to be Mopar product so that was a plus. Used utility knife without heat and
although the angle was rough the install was completed. Had to remove the lower fan assembly
to get plastic pieces out but that was easy. Otherwise, excellent product at a great price. Fast
and simple delivery. Installed on Ram and couldnt have gone any quicker. Using a box cutter
and heating blade throughout really helps with cutting through plastic. Cut hole is for filter only.
Tabs from door snap into existing slots in truck. Seems to be quality product, install was very
easy 10mins , very good reviews in the forums. Would recommend. Like many other comments,
this should have been installed by the factory, especially in the AZ desert. But it took a bit of
work with a utility knife, but once cut, it was a perfect fit. Took about 30 minutes to do the
cutting and install. This filter was exactly what I needed. The directions were clear and concise.
The packaging even had jelly beans with it. How cool is that?! I received the filter kit for my Ram
in good time and the installation was a breeze with a hot knife I am a novice and was worried

about cutting into a truck still under warranty. However, this had to be the easiest mod I have
ever done. Used a utility knife and 30 minutes later, I was done. I did not even heat the knife.
Awesome product highly recommended. It was a perfect fit. Great product it was easy to install ,
nothing hard about it , also the bag of popcorn was a really nice addition for the cold months.
Filter kit was easy to install, works great, good price, fast shipping, quality part. Great thing to
install they should have put the filter in on the assembly line. I could never have done it with a
box cutter.. Product was great, just as advertised. It was a perfect fit and the Mopar door
snapped right in. I also liked the included instructions, so that is all great. Instead you sent
Cummins stuff I had to trash Also, why limit yourself to diesel only? Yur site and service are
great, but unfortunately you really don't sell anything else I can buy, at least from what I see.
But again, overall, I was very pleased with my product, your fast service and prompt follow up
and personal touch. Would have given 5 stars otherwise. Kit worked perfectly. I was a little
confused by the clips, but it was operator error as I did not have the lower area cut clean
enough. Once I resolved, snapped in place like it was made by for it at the factory Unbelievable
service. My product is excellent fit and finish. They also put a lot of extras in the box. Fast
shipping and amazing customer service. The tabs for the cabin air filter door would not latch.
Had to place a screw in it to hold it in place! The Cabin Air filter add-on for my Dodge Ram was
just as described. Cutting the darn panel hole was the worst part! Love it!! Took less then 2
weeks , im very satisfied with the service and realy liked that they added a parts catalog. Fixed
my problem,no more dust. Great company,would refer to all my friends and family in New
Mexico. This was a much needed and easy install. Restricts flow quite a bit but if you live or
work in a dirty environment then its worth the trade-off. Great product. Works as advertised. My
only regret is not getting one sooner! Loved the cabin filter with cover. Fit like a glove. No
issues with straight forward instructions. Looks OEM. Good quality product, accurate
installation instructions, easy installation! Works great. I used a dremel to make cut out. Video
mentioned using a razor knife The angle made this a little hard. Perfect solution to the problem
of Ram not having this in every model. Easy install with a sharp utility knife. I should have
bought this sooner. Yes the filter upgrade is great idea. Care should be taken when installing
the door. Do press to hard on the clips. Dodge didn't make them so strong. This kit was easy to
install. It took me about 30 mintues from start to finish. I was surprised to,see a high quality,
name brand filter included. I am very pleased with the product. I have no idea why dodge
doesn't include the cabin air filter in its base model pickups but Geno's garage had the parts
and easy to follow instructions. Definitely need to install this kit if u do not what it tear your
whole dash apart to clean your evaporator. Over all the product was easy to install, the You
Tube video was very helpful. However the way everything was mashed into the shipping box
was disappointing to see,. Took about an hour. Took longer to keep heating up the knife than it
did to do the work. Filter went right in door snapped right on. The Canadian version of the RAM
appears a bit different then the install sheet suggests. The lower glove box very easy to remove
as outlined. The upper not quite the same. One screw holds the box underside and relative easy
to access. You then push the glove box outward with sight force and easily pops out. There are
no other screws to remove simply disconnect the glove box light or lay the entire compartment
to the side. Accessing where to cut the opening for the filter is almost impossible without
removing the upper unit. I used a sharp box knife and scored it numerous time and all plastic
was easy to remove. If you have big hands and are not a contortionist you may use a few swear
words, but all was successful. I know it will be effective as you could see some dust on the fan
motor blades. It was very easy to install on my I just removed the lower glove box, and used a
pair of vise grips to hold the retractable cable out of the way. Took about 20 minutes with a
utility knife. Very happy with the way it filters. The cab stays a lot cleaner than before. There is a
minor loss of air flow, but I would rather turn up the fan speed than replace the condenser
prematurely. Completely satisfied! Even louder when recirculating cabin air. Can only run on
slow speed without the noise. Received parts within 3 days. Followed instructions that came
with kit. Had it installed in 7 minutes. Perfect fit and function. I don't understand why it isn't
factory equipped especially at this price. Best deal going and very fast shipping. Don't get deals
like this here in Canada. I received the kit as promised and was impressed with the delivery
time. The kit was easy to install and came with easy to follow instructions. I would definitely
recommend Geno's Garage to friends. Pleased with purchase. Would only recommend photo
improvements in the instructions. Damn shame Dodge was to cheap to do 5 minutes of extra
work t o put one in Product worked as intended. Very satisfied with ease of installation and
instructions thank you. Thank you for providing an in cab air filter at a reasonable price. It
works great. Easy install, used linoleum knife with wooden handle don't need a glove heated
with propane torch, only removed lower glove box, illuminated area with trouble light, made the
cuts, installed the,filter, then snapped in the door. Entire process was 15 minutes or less. Easy

Peasey. Easy install, took all of 15 minutes from start to finish. Ordered this a few weeks ago
and just got around to installing the kit. Fairly straight forward. Do remove both glove boxes for
a sight line and access. Be prepared to use multiple blades. Cut as close as possible and clean
up on multiple passes. Hold your mouth just right to get the filter to fit without damaging the
filter. FCA should have installed this filter! This Air cabin filter kit was well needed and I don't
know why it was not installed at the factory as a standard feature. Installation of the kit was
easy and can be completed but most anyone with basic tools and common sense. I am
interested to see how quickly the filter gets full of dust in my area. Quick easy install, would
recommend if you don't like breathing fine dust particles in the cab! Easy kit to install, why
Dodge didn't have a cabin filter is a mystery. Geno's comes through again, with this affordable
and necessary part. Really happy with the AC filter installation kit. Step-by-step instructions
made cut and installation real easy. Thanks Geno's. Easy install and works great on my Dodge
Ram. I used a small vibratory saw to make the cuts. Read previous reviews and decided to try
you. You delivered as reviewed. Site easy to use. Parts fit as advertised, and instructions easy
to follow. Plan to be a repeat customer. Jon C. The cabin air filter kit was a perfect fit for my
truck. Installation took about 30 minutes. It was easy! Thanks for a great product. Installing this
kit wasn't that hard. Just keep the knife hot while you cut through the plastic. Factory fit,
remember when vehicles came equipped from the factory with a cabin filter. Genos was exactly
what they said. The cabin filter worked great, fast shipping. Would recommend Genos to
everyone. Easy to install. Takes about 15 min. Haven't noticed much of a decrease in airflow
either. The plate to cover the cutout hole does not for or "clip" in place. Need duct tape to hold it
in place. Kit was great, but it turned out my RAM already had the door on the cabin air filter
housing. So total cost was minimal. Ram should of included this filter as standard equipment.
This filter kit is extremely easy to install. The only recommendation I have is to remove the
upper glove box in order to make the cutting easier. Great price on this kit for a Ram Install was
easy after watching your video. This is not my first purchase from Genos nor will it be my last. I
have always been extremely satisfied with their products and service. They are prompt with
getting the items to you and they are as advertised. Instruction videos on line are easy to
understand. Keep up the good work. Installation of the kit was very easy The cover fit well, but I
never got that audible click to proved that the cover was locked in place. I just took a couple
pieces of painters tape over the cover for some insurance. This filter kit made it pretty simple to
install on my Ram turbo Diesel. Haven't figured out yet why Ram pick-ups are not equipped with
one from the factory. Installs as easy as described. Filter is high quality with carbon for odors. I
would buy again if needed. Product had shipped quick, fit great, was easy to install Fairly easy
install. I now have piece of mind in knowing we are breathing clean air and that our evaporator
coil is going to stay cleaner. Part fit just like they said it would only took maybe 5 min to install
and that's with cutting the opening out. Excellent product. Ideal, could. Satisfied With. Simple to
install. The only complaint is that the cover that goes over the cut out the tab easily broke off.
Easy installation. Follow directions step by step. Airflow is reduced minimally. Replacement air
filters are readily available. Relatively easy install. Plastic cut easier than I had thought. Does a
good job of cleaning the air. This cabin air filter kit is an awesome and inexpensive upgrade.
Had it installed in 10 minutes flat, including connecting my Dremel tool for easy cut out of the
filter port. The fit and quality is great. Nice to be able to get a kit that fits and has great
instructions for making it work. The cabin Air filter kit was a super easy install. Took me about
20 minutes or so and now I can actually feel that the air in my truck is cleaner. Plus the original
reason I bought it was I had to replace my evap core due to it being very plugged up with dust
etc. Trying to protect my new one thanks. The cabin air that I purchased for my ram was
extremely easy to install very happy with this product. Product arrived on time in professional
packaging. My 16 year old son and I watched several YouTube videos and read the supplied
instructions before making the first cut. We tried several " knives" but by far the best was a
thick bladed butter knife we kept heating with our backpacking stove. We also used a metal
dental pick for the corners. Don't try to cut - let the hot knife melt through the the material. We
attained an excellent fit - just go slow. As others have said "why did Ram not put this on? I used
an exacto knife to cut the plastic. Had to put blower fan to get it out but all in all a nice kit, not
sure why dodge didn't do this at the factory. Easy to install and fits really good, just take your
time cutting the filter box opening. Went into my , took me like 20 min. Cover was tight but it did
lock down and work. The kit parts fit perfectly. The installation wasn't difficult. A very nice
addition to my truck. The filter worked really well and heating utility knife was great idea also.
The dealership I went to could not help me with filter so I went out to my truck and ordered from
you in parking lot before I left dealership. I purchased a Dodge Ram that prior owner was a
smoker and had pu detailed and put in in cabin filter. I had to have someone help me, not so
easy to cut out the spot for filter. Need to tell buyers the plastic is thicker than a normal exacto

knife can cut. Happy with results of the filter and cannot smell any smoke residue anymore. The
best thing ever designed for these trucks since the fact you didn't do it you guys rock. I was
thinking about changing my cabin air filter, saw your video, bought the kit to install it, did,
done!! The YouTube video made this very simple to do. I cut the hole with a razor blade heated
with a hand held propane torch. Took about 30 minutes from start to finish. Product was
delivered quickly and was of high quality Thanks Geno's! This kit is easy to install. Be sure and
have a way to heat the cutting blade, Makes removing the plastic a whole lot easier. Try it, you'll
like it! Kit is great and door attaches well. That said Ram needs to inform all owners as to why a
cut out for these filters were not done at the manufacturer. Are they really needed? If not why
even have a place for a filter to be installed. A cheesy trick to buyers on their trucks. Installed
this on my as my dashboard was always, always dusty from my less-than-quarter-mile drive off
the paved road to my driveway. Removing the upper glovebox as well as the lower proved
mandatory for me. After a couple profanity-laced hours, I simply ran a strip of black duct tape
across the cover and sealed it to the housing. Thumbs down to Ram for failing to include an
easily-serviceable filter, or at least a set screw to secure the sold-separately cover. Owner
Response: We have found that some trucks need a very little amount of the bottom portion of
the door to be removed. This has worked for customers that have called due to having a hard
time getting the door to lock in place. Works as advertised, and easy to install with the
directions that come with the product. The cab filter, along with the included snap on cover is
perfect and just what I was looking for. I highly recommend Genos Garage. Very good product
and easy to install. I will be ordering filters for later. Highly recommend. Great price for the kit
and the instruction were very detailed and easy to follow. Kit fit as described, very simple to
install. Shipping was quick and ordering was easy. Will be ordering from this company again. I
bought this item for my tradesman ecodiesel. So I have a extra cover plate and my truck has a
cabin filter. Can't complain but I could have saved a few dollars if I would have looked under the
dash before I bought the kit. A little difficult to cut out opening because of position to reach for
70 year old, but I got it. The rest was a snap! Love it. Worked like a champ, take your time
cutting out filter hole. The plastic will crack if pushed to hard. This air filter got the smoke smell
out my truck. Also this filter is not as light height as many auto parts store brands. Simple
install and I can definitely tell that the air is much cleaner blowing out of the vents. Will be
buying one of these to put in my moms truck also. I wanted some fresher cabin air and less dust
in my cabin. This kit from Geno's was super easy to install with good instructions. The only
hard part is getting your hand up behind the dash to make the cut I have big hands. Despite
cramped quarters I got the job done in about 40 minutes. I see less dust on my dash and I think
this will help with pollen. Directions to install Filter were clear. Took no time at all to modify fan
housing to accept Filter. The kit was easy to install and I believe will work well but the cover
isn't tight enough on the house so there is a bit of a rattle while driving. Owner Response: The
cover is an OEM part with no provision for an O-ring, but I would suggest wrapping some
electrical tape around the outside diameter of the door. I hope this helps. Best deal. Easy to
install, Straight forward instructions. To bad Dodge was so cheep they omitted it in the first
place. It was an easy upgrade due to the clear instructions and fitment of the parts. THe AC filter
was very easy to install. I used a thick razor blade and heated it up with a lighter and cut the
plastic out of the way for the filter to be installed. Took maybe 15 minutes to do. Thanks for the
how to video genosgarage. Awesome, without finding about Genos I would have never known
that I could have so easily installed an inside air filter. I knew the new Ram trucks were good,
but now through these guys I understand the huge cult following of these awesome trucks. I
have a longbed 4x4 Cummins TD. Genos has a ton of trick, practical accessories for my truck. I
can't wait to start crossing off the items on my wish list with these guys! Kit worked good just
the cover door didn't lock so it had to be taped to hold the access door shut. Owner Response:
We have seen a few times that the door will not want to lock into place, We have found that
trimming just a little off the bottom of the door will help with this. Give that a try when you
change the filter next time. Installed the cabin air filter kit in '16 Big Horn 4x4 w. Installation was
fairly easy and finished product looks factory. Just remember that the screw holding the upper
glovebox in on the outside of the glovebox and is indeed on the left side- don't look inside. Cut
out the filter outline using a utility knife and started in the center of the cutout and worked along
each edge. Enjoy the fresh air! Filter and cover fit my Ram well. Filter seems well made. When
installing, I found that simply scoring the plastic with a razor and then snapping it out was
easier than attempting to cut all the way through. Really cuts down on the dust that
accumulates in the cab. Service was excellent, prompt deliver and response; however, product
has some issues for Ram. The filter was too large for opening and the cover clips would not
snap securely. Owner Response: This is odd unless the filter was not manufactured correctly.
We have seen a few times that the door will not want to lock into place and have found that

trimming just a little off the bottom of the door will help w
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ith this. The product fit fine. You might suggest using a vibrating mutitool for cutting out the
blank. After fussing with the hot knife and dreamed tool, finally gave up and thought about the
multitool. It was a snap after the discovery. I was surprised how simple this was to install.
Excellent fit and looks like it was from the factory. I was surprised that the manufacturer was
trying to save pennies with not installing this filter. It took me about 10 minutes from start to
finish. Driving in dusty environment quite a bit so this will give me peace of mind. This is one of
the easiest instals on this truck. I have purchased other items from Geno's and will continue to
good people to deal with. Installed the cabin air filter in my Ram the morning. Very easy to
install. I first tried using a Dremel. This was kind of awkward. So I grabbed my utility knife.
Along with the utility knife I used a heat gun to soften the plastic. Careful to not melt it. This
made the plastic very easy to cut.

